
Wave™ T24
Installation Instructions

Thoroughly inspect the fixture for freight damage. Freight damage should be reported to the carrier.
UNPACKING
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Installation

Fixture Assembly

WARNING

— To prevent personal injury or product damage only licensed electricians should install.
— To avoid electric shock or component damage disconnect power before attempting installation or servicing.
— This product must be installed in accordance with the national electric code (NEC) and all applicable federal, state and local electric codes and safety standards.
— Disconnect product and allow cooling prior to servicing.
— Any alteration or modification of this product is expressly forbidden as it may cause serious personal injury, death, property damage and/or product malfunction.
— To prevent product malfunction and/or electrical shock this product must be properly grounded.
— This product must be installed in accordance with the applicable installation code by a person familiar with the construction and operation of the product and 
     the hazards involved.
— Suggested minimum clearance is 211mm (8.30") after installation.
— Do not use fixture within high humidity conditions. 
— Keep away from flammable and explosive environment. 
— Do not cover fixture with insulation or similiar materials. 
— No serviceable parts

PLEASE READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE ATTEMPTING INSTALLATION
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Before  After
1. Remove fixtures from box and remove corner guards

2. Place PC lens onto fixture



Wave™ T24
Installation Instructions

1. T-bar center distance generally goes as 23.86" x 23.86" \47.83" x 23.86".
2. Loosen the screw on the top of the driver box (6) with screwdriver. Use a screwdriver to enter in the 
    rectangular goove on knockout (3), pull in the right to left side direction until the knock out (3) comes
    off enabling you to pass through the wiring connections.
3. Through the conduit, the power feed is connected to the wiring terminal: make sure the connection is 
    secure and not loose.
4. After the power feed wiring is connected, install the screw back to its wiring compartment cover (4).
5.  Select the watts or CCT  by the switches (7). Turn on the power to test the fixture.
6.  Place the fixture through the ceiling and place on the t-grid, then bend and rotate the earthquake 
     clips (5) on all four sides of the fixture corner, a shown in the figure, about 90° and hooking it to the
     t-bar which enables to protect the fixture from vibration.

1. Wiring input end of the LED driver to the supply wires using connector according to the wiring section.
Wiring connection must be insulated.
2. Connect the Black lead to the LINE (+) supply lead.
3. Connect the WHITE lead to the NEUTRAL/COMMON (-) supply lead.
4. Connect the GREEN lead to the GROUND supply lead.
5. If any, Connect Purple (+) to 0-10 V SIGNAL supply lead and PINK(-) to 0-10V NEUTRAL/ REFERENCE supply lead
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Recessed T-Bar Mount

Wiring Diagram

3. Fold up all four clips to 90°

4. Place driver box on to fixture and secure it with a screw and place back the driver box cover and secure it with
    the other screw. Repeat process 1 to 4 to all four fixtures.


